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Thank you for creating and holding this marvellous series of citizen engagements on
zero Carbon energy, climate disruption, climate resiliency, and adaptation to the effects
we will inevitably see.
My name is Jan Galkowski, and I live with my wife, Claire, in Westwood, MA. By
profession, I am a statistician and quantitative engineer. I work for Akamai Technologies,
headquartered in Kendall Square, Cambridge. Naturally everything I say here is my
personal opinion, and does not represent the views of my employer. I am also work
environmental problems pro bono, both as a statistician and as a student of environmental
and energy policy in the Commonwealth1 .
I’ll be speaking about human behavior with respect to risk and climate adaptation, as
well as in response to the energy revolution that’s ongoing. I want to begin with a
phrase from a book by statistician Howard Wainer which I have found to be pertinent to
people’s responses to these changes. Professor Wainer writes about people succumbing
“... to that most natural of human tendencies, the triumph of hope over evidence.”
As statisticians, our entire professional careers pursue evidence, to learn and to help
assess risk. Not only do people have this inclination, this wishful thinking, but we as
human statisticians have to fight it in ourselves. That’s part of our training. But, there’s
more. Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman teaches that people are risk averse, even when
this is contrary to their economic interest. Also, people have a hard time thinking about
systems which respond at varying time lags, especially when some of those lags are
quite long.
1 The

reader should note that this letter is intended to be read in PDF form, and not on paper. It is richly marked with links like
this to online sources which either corroboratre statements, or provide additional insights regarding the claims made.
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Addressing the concerns of many who might not participate in this tour, who find concerns regarding climate or energy too long term, or seemingly too expensive to address,
or beside the point, I say I get it. I understand why people have a difficult time understanding the implications of climate disruption caused by our burning up stored sunlight
from millions of years ago2 . I get why businesses and managers and policymakers have
a hard time wrapping their minds around the revolutionary opportunities offered by
wind and solar sources, however disruptive. It’s atypical for such sources to have plummeting capital costs and zero marginal costs. That’s because these are new technologies,
not simply new energy sources.
Moreover, I have personally witnessed how many people, when the dangers and costs
from weather, environmental, and climate risks are right there in front of them, just want
things to go back to how they were. I saw and heard this in the trembling voice of a
lady giving testimony in Scituate whose multi-generational home was under assault by
an ever angrier ocean. She just wanted it to go away. The same is true of residents of the
New Jersey shore, after extra-tropical storm Sandy.
If I have any plea for the General Court and this administration of Governor Baker which,
at least in intent, by his Executive Order 569 has set out doing fine work on emission
reductions, energy, and climate, is that it is essential to lead, even if the Court and the
Governor’s office feel short of the necessary expertise. The choices in front of us need
to be made with wisdom, and with an eye on the very long term. People and even the
markets do not demonstrate this wisdom.There’s a lot to do. Massachusetts, unlike other
forward-looking and nearby states, has no contribution to the Carbon Disclosure Project,
at least as of 2016. Connecticut and New York State, for example, do.
I think what many do not realize is that this is all about economics. There is a powerful idea that if we don’t address greenhouse emissions rapidly and soon, we will be
presenting an impossible economic problem to the leadership and residents of the Commonwealth two or three decades down the road. It gets harder the longer we delay,
because to reach a given target we need to reduce emissions quicker:
2 As to the reality, mechanism, and responsibility for climate disruption, if there is any doubt, the explanation is really quite direct,
and denial of it is only obfuscation. Greenhouse gases result in more energy being retained in the climate system. The physical
laws which government this are Conservation of Energy, and the Blackbody Effect, which is actually an energy balance requirement
of bodies in space. Space has no means of balancing energy other than absorbed and emitted energy. We not only know these as
scientific facts but also as engineering facts. None of the spacecraft we launch either into orbit or deep into the solar system would
survive let alone remain in temperature balance if our understanding of these facts were somehow wrong. Humans emit prodigious
amounts of CO2 and other greenhouse gases like CH4 . Human responsibility is proved because isotopic analysis of the Oxygen
and Carbon in CO2 shows it comes from fossil fuels. The additional greenhouse gases mean that the energy balance point due to
the Blackbody Effect is at a higher altitude than it would be were the greenhouses gases absent.. Atmosphere cools with increasing
altitude. That a point of temperature rises because of greenhouse effects means that temperature back at the surface must be higher.
The extra energy retained because of all this does not disappear. It goes into oceans, causes air to be able to hold more water vapor
with its latent heat, and so drives more powerful weather systems. That’s it, in a nutshell.
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Figure 1: From T. F. Stocker, “The closing door of climate targets,” Science 339, 18 January 2013.

Rate of reduction is directly related to economic pain, so it is very important to begin early:

Figure 2: From X. Su, et al, “Emission pathways to achieve 2.0 and 1.5 řC climate targets,” Earth’s Future 26 April
2017, a publication of the American Geophysical Union.
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A dollar amount that’s allocated to a Carbon fee and dividend today needs to be exponentially bigger to achieve the needed effect when it is delayed.
Worse, modern geophysics has shown how the emissions we put out, even if zeroed will
linger in atmosphere and oceans for centuries, and half or so of them will still be there
for a thousand years and longer3 . Most importantly, these will continue to produce their
warming and climate effects4 . By the time humanity manages to zero its emissions we
could easiy be at 800 ppm CO2 or even higher. As Nobel laureate and former U.S.
Secretary of Energy Stephen Chu points out, we are already at 490 ppm, not 409 ppm,
after all that methane (or CH4 ) from fugitive pipeline emissions and other sources are
tallied5 .
Appraisal and economic development specialists are publishing the tools and data needed
to quantify risk from specific effects of climate disruption, such as sea-level rise. See, for
example, Houser, Hsiang, Kopp, and Larsen’s book Economic Risks of Climate Change: An
American Prospectus, published by Columbia University Press in 2015. On 26 June 2017,
the Massachusetts and Rhode Island chapters of the Appraisal Institute will host a workshop titled “Real Estate and Economic Risks of Climate Change in Coastal Communities”
in Providence, RI. While Climate Ready Boston has taken steps to address mitigation, including discussing construction of a sea wall6 , the real estate market continues to ignore
risks, at least as exhibited in market prices. Consider the result of a recent Zillow study:
3 Heat

in oceans driving sea level rise will remain for 20 millennia.
D. Archer, et al, “Atmospheric lifetime of fossil fuel Carbon Dioxide,” Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences 2009,
37:117-134; S. Solomon, G.-K. Plattner, R. Knutti, P. Friedlingstein, “Irreversible climate change due to carbon dioxide emissions,”
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 106(6), 10 February 2009, 1704-1709; and K. Zickfeld, S. Solomon, D. M. Gilford,
“Centuries of thermal sea-level rise due to anthropogenic emissions of short-lived greenhouse gases, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, 114(4), 24 January 2017, 657-662. By the way, the “short-lived greenhouse gases to which Zickfeld, et al refer very
much include the fugitive methane (or CH4 ) emissions seen on the streets of Boston and elsewhere in the Commonwealth.
5 These break down into CO over a hundred year interval, most in the first 20 years. Unfortunately, while CH remains CH its
2
4
4
radiative forcing is tens of multiples of that of CO2 .
6 While this could be done, from the perspective of climate science and statistics, it is a highly questionable endeavor. First, it drains
resources from other measures that could be pursued, measures that other parts of Massachusetts need. Second, it will be enormously
expensive. Third, in order for it to work, a commitment needs to be made to the worst case flood. We do not know what that is. Mean
levels and uncertainties can be projected, but the sea wall only needs to be overtopped by a centimeter for the wall to be useless.
Fourth, such a wall may enforce climate injustice. There’s a wall in New Bedford. I’ve often wondered what about the homes and
businesses outside of the wall? Will Dorchester be included? Dorchester was once a bay. Fifth, the wall will do nothing about
flooding that comes from high water tables, that is from beneath, or from back flooding such as when the MBTA Orange Line is
immersed and floods back to Downtown Crossing. Finally, however large the wall, science can guarantee that with just the emissions
we have now, it will eventually be overtopped. In addition to a height, the proponents of such a wall are also betting on a rate of
increase. That’s hard to do because it, in part, depends upon how quickly the world can get its emissions act together. Remember:
In order to have the effect, emissions must be zeroed, not merely reduced.
4 See:
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Figure 3: From a recent report by the real estate company Zillow based upon its data and that from the United States
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

But let’s set all that aside for a moment. Let’s set aside the very real risks of rising temperatures and seas and much bigger storms, as well as the “global weirding” of weather
to which journalist Thomas Friedman refers. What worries me most is a moment that
happens well before all that. The markets have not, as yet, priced in the risks of climate
disruption. As Mark Carney of the Bank of England has repeatedly emphasized, companies and even insurers have not reflected most of the risks of either climate disruption,
or the associated responses by governments in the companies’ self-assessments, their
accountings, and their reports7 . Carney refers to this as a “tragedy of the horizon.”8
Suppose, hypothetically, a major, unprecedented, and unequivocal event were to occur
which demonstrated the dire need to reduce emissions quickly, say, the start of twice-a7 Carney’s best statement on this came in an interview in Ottawa, Canada (which is unfortunately prefaced by advertisements),
and the interview was covered by print media as well as here. Carney gave an extended talk on the matter at Lloyd’s of London. The
U.S. SEC required companies to address climate risks in their 10K statements and most companies who addressed it at all simply
mentioned the risks to business from additional climate-motivated government regulations.
8 See their details in The Long-Term Risk Signal Valley of Death, and in All Swans Are Black in the Dark.
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day high tide flooding Atlantic Avenue in Boston, a phenomenon caused by a massive
ice sheet collapse in far away Antarctica. There would be a sudden revaluation of assets which would shudder through the Massachusetts and United States economy, both
because of the sudden depreciation due to reassessed risk and also because Mr Market
would suddenly fear a public outcry for rapid zeroing of emissions, at catastrophic costs
to many portfolios9 . Consider what would happen to property values along Atlantic
Avenue in the hypothetical case. As Carney and colleagues say, “All swans are black
in the dark.” Carney and colleagues are not the only one sounding this alarm. See the
Risky Business group headed by Michael Bloomberg, Hank Paulson, and Tom Steyer.

Figure 4: Portfolio fractions by sector exposure of top 15 banks. From Battiston, et al, “A climate stress-test of the
finnancial system,” Nature Climate Change, published online 27 March 2017.

Figure 5: Portfolio fractions by sector exposure of top 15 investment funds. From Battiston, et al, “A climate stress-test
of the finnancial system,” Nature Climate Change, published online 27 March 2017.

Economics also suggests urgency in implementing the Commonwealth’s vision for a
clean energy economy. The facts are harsh: New technologies are typically founder controlled. The states which invest early in long term ultra low cost, zero Carbon energy
will have huge competitive economic advantages compared with states which come late
9 Some

investors have moved in the direction of divestment. This is why, for instance, there is now a SPYX exchange-traded fund
which is like the SPY S&P 500 fund, but ex-fossil fuels.
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to the table or, worse, are reluctant to leave what they have always known, or have leadership and regulations that are captured by vested interests. See Scott Madden’s report,
“Energy Industry Update: It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine), 17(1).

Figure 6: Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE), unsubsidized, version 10, 2017
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Figure 7: Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE), unsubsidized, version 10, 2017

I’ll only mention three economic organizations or industries which were erased by
Schumpeterian economic disruption, and I’ll think you’ll get it: Kodak; IBM’s mainframes division; Xerox; and whaling for whale oil. New Bedford was once one of the
richest cities in the world, at least per capita.
This is a call to greatness. Let’s show the world, once again, how it’s done. Let’s set up
our economy to depending only on zero Carbon energy, to use our brilliance in science
and mathematics, engineering and technology to transform our electrical, heating, and
transportion networks to smart, largely self-regulating resilient microgrids, electric and
passive solar heating and cooling, and electrified vehicles. Let’s pioneer the technologies
and businsses the world will need to survive the climate disruption we can no longer
avoid, and perhaps even to drawn down and sequester the greenhouse gases that are in
atmosphere.
Oh, and my employer? Akamai Technologies recently made a 20 year investment in 38
land-based wind turbines. Where? At the Seymour Hills Wind Farm outside of Dallas,
Texas.
Respectfully submitted,
Jan Galkowski
Westwood
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